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What you do today could forever set you up for always finding and achieving highly successful Joint

Venture Partnerships "Joint Venture Marketing -- Creating Profitable Partnerships For Long-Term

Growth!" Dear Joint Venture Seeker, Youre surprised at how little information about JV partnerships is out

there, on the net now that youre finally ready to find a Joint Venture partner of your own! Youve come

across a post or two in forums, with the odd, veiled hint that makes you suspect youre missing some

insider tricks and a suspicion that you might be unwittingly facing some truly awful pitfalls. If that

describes you, congratulate yourself for being sharper than 90 of your peers. Youre right to suspect

theres more to successfully landing and managing a Joint Venture partnership experience than the clues

suggest! The truth is, for every successful offer, there are specific conditions that absolutely have to be

met. And if you dont, the consequences range from a narrow miss in getting accepted to ending up, a few

years down the line, blushing in shame, whenever you think of what you did and didnt do in this first, all

important JV approach. Im not trying to scare you but the truth is, there are definite small but all important

points that separate the pros from the too-new-to-join-the-party. And the reason not much is written about

it? JVs are so competitive, too many marketers quietly keep these all-important secrets to themselves.

(And this is one case where its actually not hype at all to call them secrets. A secret is a fact known only

to an elite group and right now, that may not include you!) They Say Its Not Rocket Science And theyre

right! Putting out a winning Joint Venture offer should be pleasantly straightforward and simple in fact, so

simple, its almost a non event to do. Its not something you have to spend months planning (even though

you do have to properly prepare) But its like any other sport there are too many ways you can unwittingly

brand yourself as a newbie and end up denied or ignored. Of course, theres nothing wrong with being

new but all too often, it also means youre you dont have a clue how things are properly done. This leaves

you being seen undeservedly nave or even unprofessional and promptly dismissed. Not fair, I know but

thats the reality of business, these days! (Its even worse in the offline world, where these things take

months instead of an hour or two from beginning to send.) But before you ever ship off your first JV letter

proposal, you absolutely need to know: * 5 factors that can start your JV efforts off on the right foot - or
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sink them altogether * 2 types of Joint Ventures - and which one is better for your specific situation * The

single most important approach technique you have to know and how to correctly apply it! * 6 questions to

ask yourself, before approaching any JV candidate at all! * The one, concrete detail you absolutely need

to have in place, before any joint venture gets off the ground * The simple easy-solution action you can

take right now, even if you've never set up an Affiliate Program * The simple, one-time "bribe" you can

offer, if list building is your primary concern today * 8 truly fatal mistakes new marketers make that

guaranteed to make JV potentials turn you down with a shudder * 1 other deadly mistake you may

tragically make, if you dont think this common misconception through You see, theres a definite process

Joint Venture potential partners will be expecting no matter how individualistic the style of the presenter -

and each hidden point behind the process is like one big checklist Each not only tells the JV potential that

you know what youre doing - and how to do it - but it also reassures him (or her) that accepting will bring

a real possibility of that ventures success. (Not to mention all those much-desired benefits to his list!) You

need to let your potential JV partner know youre aware of: * The 2 basic Golden Rules behind every

successful Joint Venture - everything else is a natural result of observing these * The 8 checklist

questions every marketer should ask themselves and answer before ever turning up on a JVs doorstep *

The single, most important occasion when you should never even consider initiating a Joint Venture

(approach a potential partner anyway, and shell see through you in a heartbeat) * These 4 proven ways

of building a relationship before you ever even "speak" together * The single most important step to have

in place before you ever begin (muck this one up, and you'll be a laughing-stock) Look, Im honestly not

trying to scare you You know yourself, when youre an expert in a certain field, you can spot someone

trying to pretend they know what theyre doing when they so dont right away. Not by being completely

stupid, of course, but just by fatal little clues and innocently trying things a true expert would never do (or

get caught short on.) The most basic of which to beware of is, right up front Dont Fall Into The Trap Of

Putting The Cart Before The Horse Rushing into a Joint Venture partnership without knowing The Rules

even if your product is ready is like trying to pretend youve done your homework.. when youre handing in

a hastily-scribbled sheet, filled with mistakes. Its putting the cart before the horse, and it could lead to all

sorts of disappointing (and unnecessary) consequences. Like approaching the right marketer. with the

wrong project (or in entirely the wrong way.) But before you even get to this point... you have to know

where to find JV potential partners in the first place. And my new special report can help you do all of this:



Joint Venture Marketing Creating Profitable Partnerships For Long-Term Growth Joint Venture

MarketingYou will learn: checkbox The easiest - and only - place to start (it's so obvious you'll shake your

head) checkbox 5 specific places to start your search - and why checkbox 1 more place - and why you

should - and what you should do when you get there checkbox 3 ways to instantly up your name

recognition - and respect checkbox 9 general places to find powerful JV partners - and they're right under

your nose checkbox The 2 best approach methods - and when to use which checkbox To Google or not

to Google - 3 "yes" answers you must get will give you the answer checkbox 4 good reasons to "try

before you buy" - even if your JV partnership seems "in the bag" checkbox One self-scuttling error to fall

into - even though it feels so good (and right!) checkbox 5-point checklist to ensure you hit it off, when you

first approach a JV partner - even if his answer has to be "no" checkbox The single most important thing

you must do before approaching a JV partner - and what it actually means to carry this through checkbox

The simple extra "tweak" to ensure he feels equally connected to you Its all the nuances that make the

difference (as well as the absence of 4 or 5 basic, glaring mistakes) that set the stage up for your Joint

Venture partner success What To Do When Youve Found The Right Partner There are powerful benefits

and a breathtaking potential for expanding your market reach, if you do everything right. Theres huge

relief in instantly knowing facts such as: checkbox The single most effective type of Joint Venture to join

or propose, if you simply need to raise some quick cash checkbox The single most damaging drawback

you need to be aware of, if you decide to go this route checkbox One overlooked but highly effective

source of JV partner leads - and the 2 conditions that mean you might be advised try it checkbox The key

essential component you have to think about, before deciding who to approach Isnt it worth taking the

extra time to make sure your JV offer goes painlessly and perfectly? And then what do you do, when

youre sure youve finally found the right JV partner or partners? But theres no reply or worse, an

out-and-out rejection. How do make them hear you, when you just cant figure out: * The 6 reasons they

rejected you - and why you shouldn't feel bad for a second! * Word mistakes you could have made, when

your carefully-crafted letter gets ignored * What do, if there's no reply - and the difference between being

a nuisance and simply following up But lets go beyond that lets assume you were successful! How Do

You Handle Things Once You're Actually A Team? The secret is in the preparation before they ever see

your letter. Set things up right, and everything falls into place. Helped along, of course, by knowing the

Golden Rule # 2 to follow, when it comes to who handles what. Your peers are right it really isnt rocket



science. In fact, it will take you less time to learn how to craft a powerful Joint Venture offer that makes it

harder for your potential JV partner to say no than yes than it will to do a load of laundry. Why deny

yourself the simple knowledge you need to explode your chances of Joint Venture success? You owe it to

yourself to check out my simple Special Report that lays out all the Ps and Qs both those nuances that

show youre a pro, and major pitfalls to avoid. (Not to mention telling you how to get to the proposal stage

and what to include from idea to offer) And Ive written it in a clearly-laid out manner that s so easy to

read! (I dont believe in making things more mysterious or heavier than they have to be. You see, finding

potential partners and sending Joint Venture proposals are simple when you know exactly what to do!) So

try it for yourself, right now, and see just how easy it is to clear up all those Joint Venture seeking worries.

If you decide my report isnt right, or what you wanted for any reason at all Ill send you that refund

immediately (along with my thanks for checking it out.) But Im so confident youll enjoy and appreciate my

Special Report that Im offering you my unconditional guarantee
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